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Dielectric metasurfaces, two-dimensional variant of metamaterials, have received significant attention from the scientific 
community due to enormous potential and ability to cater to various spectral bands of the electromagnetic spectrum and 
pave the way to achieve multi-functionalities in a single device, which was not possible earlier. Dielectric metasurfaces have 
the edge over their metallic counterparts in terms of zero-ohmic propagation losses, high efficiency, or ultra-high-quality 
factor and are compatible with existing CMOS technology. They support both electric and magnetic resonances in the 
optical domain. Here, we provide a comprehensive review of dielectric metasurfaces, encompassing visible to far-infrared 
wavelength regions, and discuss selective applications which may find its commercial value in the near future. Finally, we 
provide an outlook and perspective on dielectric metasurfaces for nonlinear and quantum applications.  
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Introduction 
Light-matter interaction has been the heart of most 

optical devices and applications. When a light signal 
in the form of plane-wave is incident on a particle of 
any shape and material and whose size is smaller than 
the diffraction limit, electric and magnetic multipoles 
are induced that give rise to the scattering of light. To 
understand such light-matter interaction, a  scattering 
theory was developed long back and still is the subject 
of study, including the present times1. One of the 
successful applications and studies in the last few 
decades have been the metamaterials which may exist 
in one-, two- or three-dimensional forms and can be 
made from all materials such as metals, dielectrics, 
semiconductors, and superconductors. 

Metamaterials are artificially engineered to exhibit 
properties such as negative refractive index2, 
superlensing3, hyperspectral imaging4, inverse doppler 
effect5, cloaking6, perfect absorption7, wave-front 
manipulation8, and nonlinearity9 that cannot be found 
in traditional optical devices. The two-dimensional 
equivalent of metamaterials is popularly known as 
metasurfaces, which are easier to fabricate as 
compared to their three-dimensional counterpart10. 
Metasurfaces, on the basis of materials, can be 
divided into two categories: plasmonic metasurfaces 
and dielectric metasurfaces. Plasmonic metasurfaces 

are made of metals such as Gold (Au), Silver (Ag), 
Aluminum (Al), or highly degenerate semiconductors 
(n-type, p-type Silicon (Si)),where the working 
principle mechanism isbased on surface plasmon 
resonances (SPR) or localized surface plasmon 
resonances (LSPR) due to the generation of 
oscillating free electrons, known as plasmons11,12. 
Owing to its metallic nature, the metallic metasurface 
poses high ohmic losses, strong dispersion, and low-
quality factor (Q). To circumvent these issues, 
researchers have explored dielectric metasurfaces 
made up of high to moderate refractive index 
materials such as Si, Germanium (Ge), Gallium 
Arsenide (GaAs), Titanium dioxide (TiO2) and so on, 
where simultaneous excitation of electric and 
magnetic resonances takes place due to the oscillation 
of polarized charges that induce the circular 
displacement current in metasurface13,14. Explosive 
growth is seen in this domain due to the precise 
manipulation of amplitude and phase of propagating 
optical waves. The most prominent advantage of 
using metasurface is to provide a desired phase 
gradient in the range of 0 to 2 that felicitates control 
over amplitude, polarization and wave-vector15,16.  

Over the past decade, extensive research has been 
done in the field of dielectric metasurface due to 
many advantages over their metallic counterpart, such 
as: (i) low radiative losses in the optical region, 
(ii) ease of fabrication as dielectric materials are
compatible with the existing CMOS technology,
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(iii) high efficiency due to high Q factor, and (iv) 
resonance properties are geometry dependent rather 
than material. Fig. 1(a) shows the number of articles 
published in the last few years, which clearly 
indicates significant interest among the scientific 
community in the dielectric metasurface.  

In this article, we present a comprehensive 
overview of the theory and recent research 
advancement in dielectric metasurface, with a focus 
on selective applications such as metalens, beam 
steering, meta-holograms, all-dielectric biosensors, 
and metasurface integration with optical fibers, as 
depicted in Fig. 1(b). This review article starts with 
the background and the basic understanding of 
dielectric resonators, followed by the applications of 
metasurfaces in various fields. The integration of 
dielectric metasurface with two-dimensional materials 
has also been described. Finally, we provide an 
outlook and perspectives on dielectric metasurfaces in 
various research domains such as quantum, agro-food, 
energy and healthcare.  

 
2 Background and Fundamental Concepts 

Historically, many physicists have carried 
outnotable work in this field and concluded that 
scattered light is polarized, viz., Tyndall considered 
the size of the particle and explained to attain the 
linearly polarized light when the incident optical 
beam and scattered beam are perpendicular to each 
other17. Later on, Rayleigh stated that the particle size 
should be small compared to the incident light 
wavelength.  Therefore, in elastic scattering, the 
incident and scattered radiations have the same 
frequency, which is the case in Rayleigh scattering, 
governed by 1/4, where  is the incident wavelength. 

This also set an equivalence with the oscillating 
multipoles. Fundamentally, scattering is defined as 
the radiation scattered from the set of oscillating 
charges when light is illuminated onto any obstacle18. 
The obstruction can be of any shape and size, but for 
the understanding of physics, the simplest structure 
one can think of is the sphere that can be 
approximated as a point particle19. Before Mie, 
Lorentz contributed to establish the precise solution of 
scattering from a spherical particle. In 1908, Mie 
published his seminal paper giving a comprehensive 
study of quasi-elastic interaction between the sphere 
and electromagnetic waves. The beauty of the Mie 
formulation is its applicability to non-spherical 
particles as well. The exact solution can be found 
using Maxwell equations. Rayleigh used the method 
of partial wave analysis for determining the scattering 
of light in all directions, while Mie formulated his 
theory by using partial wave decomposition where the 
incident, scattered, and internal electric fields can be 
written down independently using spherical 
harmonics20 that include both the shape and size along 
with the material properties of the particle. Both the 
electric and magnetic scattering amplitudes are 
calculated using dipole, quadrupole, octupole, and 
higher-order multipole moments can then be 
computed. The coefficients are written with respect to 
x (size parameter) i.e., x = k×a = 2πaN/λ. Relative 
refractive index m = k1/k = N1/N where N1 is refractive 
index of the particle and N is refractive index of 
medium. Mie coefficients can be written as,  
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Fig. 1 — (a) Number of articles published in the area of dielectric metasurface (source: Scopus), (b) dielectric metasurface in nut-shell, 
explaining its physics and various applications.  
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Here an and bn are the scattering coefficients, cn, 
and dn are the field coefficients inside the particle, and 
prime denotes the first-order derivative with respect to 
its argument  and  are the permeability of  
free-space and nanoparticle, hn is the Hankel function, 
where as jn is the spherical Bessel function 

For the non-absorbing medium, the rate of light 
absorption is independent of radius. Further, this 
theory is extended to the scatterer present in the 
absorbing medium21, where the radius of the scatterer 
becomes essential in calculating the scattering and 
extinction coefficients which are expressed using the 
Mie scattering amplitudes. The dependence over the 
polar and azimuthal angles provides a practical 
viewpoint for the scattered light by an obstacle18. 
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where, S1 and S2 denote the scattering amplitudes 
related to the polar angle (θ) and the azimuthal angle 
(), respectively. With the help of Eqs (5) and (6), it is 
possible to achieve maximum scattering in a 
particular direction. Although forward scattering can 
be attained easily, however, to obtain backward 
scattering, it becomes relevant to tune the size of 
particles and other geometrical parameters. In 1976, 
Kerker and coworkers observed a shift in the frequency 
due to the geometry and material properties of smaller 
particles22,23. Kerker also proposed the idea of choosing 
the magnetic sphere and studied the asymmetry in the 
forward and backward scattering phenomenon24. The 
analysis of multipolar resonances can fulfill the 
demands of unidirectional scattering25–27. In order to 
understand the scattered field, cartesian multipole 
decomposition is generally adopted, which can be 
used in either cartesian or spherical coordinate 
systems.  

In the cartesian multipole decomposition, 
displacement current is expanded using Taylor series, 
which provides insight into various multipole 
moments, such as electric dipole (ED), magnetic 
dipole (MD), electric quadrupole (EQ), and magnetic 
quadrupole (MQ). In long-wavelength approximation, 
the imprints of toroidal components (fundamental and 
higher-order) are studied and are shown in Table 1. 
Also, the respective illustration of multipoles with far-
field radiation patterns is shown in Table 1. With the 
help of scattered fields, the exact multipoles can be 
derived that also validate the Mie solutions, as given 
in Table 2.  

The total scattered power and scattering cross-
section can be calculated as,  
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For the dipolar-like particles, the electric and 
magnetic polarizabilities are either equal for 
backward scattering or opposite signs for forward 
scattering. Using the metasurfaces, the simultaneous 
excitation of electric and magnetic resonances at a 
particular wavelength gives rise to the Kerker 
scattering28, where both the amplitude and phase of 
the resonating components are considered. If ED is in 
phase with MD, forward scattering can be achieved. 
Note that even if higher-order multipolar components 
are analyzed, the condition for forward scattering 
remains the same while the amplitude decreases. On 
the other hand, in optics, one of the complex and 
difficult problems is diffraction and the challenge to 
overcome the diffraction limit. Huygen, in 1690, put 
forward a theory to understand the same. According 
to Huygens’ principle, a point source emits a spherical 
wavefront, which is referred to as the primary 
wavefront, and every point in the primary produces 
secondary wavefronts. Later on, Fresnel also studied 
the diffraction theory using this principle and 
concluded that secondary wavelets interfere 
mutually29. Considering Huygens' sources as 
antennae, the propagation of waves in the far field is 
always in the forward direction. Therefore, the 
spectral overlap of electric and magnetic dipolar  
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the help of both Huygens’s metasurface and Kerker 
scattering, it is possible to attain either near unity 
transmission or by suppressing both the forward and 
the backward scattering in the far-field, one may 
achieve non-radiating states28,32 also. 

When the size of the scatterer becomes comparable 
(D≈ ) to the incident wavelength or larger than the 
wavelength (D>>), it is possible to realize various 
types of scattering phenomena.  For example, if the 
particle size is less than the incident wavelength 
(D<), Rayleigh scattering dominates. While in the 
case of Mie scattering, the exact Mie solution exists 
only for the particles that have geometry nearby to 
that of spheres, disks, cubes, or long rods. In case the 

scatterer size is quite large compared to the 
wavelength, one has to employ a two-dimensional 
Mie scattering formulation, whereas if the particle 
size is very small in contrast to the wavelength, then 
the solution is given by three-dimensional Mie 
resonance35. 

There is a case where the large aspect ratio of the 
particle is comparable to that of wavelength, then the 
hybrid Mie-Fabry Perot (FP) mode is supported by 
such structures, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In general, FP 
cavity is comparable to the wavelength of incident 
light36. It consists of partially reflecting mirrors placed 
parallelly at a distance equal to the operating 
wavelength. The continuous reflection from both 

Table 2 — Exact multipole decomposition of various multipoles 
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Fig. 2 — Scattering from assorted nanoparticles. (a) Illustration showing the limiting conditions of scattering from a nanoparticle of size 
D, smaller than the wavelength of incident light. Reproduced with permission33. Copyright 2020, American Physical Society. 
(b) Directivity shown by disk-shaped gap surface plasmon resonance (GSP resonator, i.e., metal-insulator-metal resonator). Reproduced 
with permission25. Copyright 2015,Optical Society of America.(c) Scattering shown for particles with TE and TM polarizations, 
reproduced with permission34. Copyright 2008, Optical Society of America. (d) shows the Kerker scattering and Huygens’ dipole. 
Reproduced with permission32. Copyright 2018, American Physical Society. (e) The resonances and the corresponding radiation pattern 
of cubic nanoparticle are due to transverse scattering of light. Reproduced with permission28. Copyright 2019, American Physical Society. 
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mirrors gives rise to the forward and backward 
propagating waves37. These waves interfere and form 
the pattern of standing waves that are useful in 
creating the laser cavity38. Deriving the resonances 
from the light-matter interaction from the dielectric 
devices, the FP model is used to describe the leaky 
modes due to the multiple reflections39. It also leads to 
the strong enhancement of the electric field along 
with high transmission40. 

All such scattering phenomena can induce various 
types of resonances, such as Mie, FP, and Fano-
resonances, characterized by various line shapes and 
quality factor. Among these, the most important 
resonance is the Fano-resonance due to its capability 
to confine light in nanostructure with a high or ultra-
high-quality factor. The interfering resonances can 
give rise to radiation less modes such as bound states 
in the continuum (BIC) and anapole with the 
optimized nanostructure. In 1929, von Neumann and 
Wigner claimed the existence of embedded 
eigenstates in the continuum of energy states which 
can be found by solving the single-particle 
Schrodinger equation. These states are known as 
BICs41,42, the unique light states that remain localized 
in the continuous spectrum without coupling with the 
continuum. Also, these states are referred to as 
trapped mode or embedded eigenvalues. In 1985, 
Friedrich & Wintgen reported that destructive 
interference between the two resonances could lead to 
the avoided resonance crossing that gives rise to the 
suppression of one resonance, thus transforming into 
a BIC41. The concept of BICs can be found in all the 
fields of wave systems42. The first theoretical analysis 
of BICs in photonics was reported in 2008 in an array 
of coupled waveguides43. Later in 2011, BICs were 
experimentally observed in an array of waveguides 
indicating that BICs are an efficient method to trap 
electromagnetic fields44. BICs may also occur due to 

the destructive interference of two or more resonant 
states where radiative losses are entirely suppressed. 
This type of BICs is known as Friedrich and Wintgen 
(F-W) resonance45.  

Another way to achieve BICs is to break the 
symmetry of a structure that induces a coupling 
between embedded states and continuum. Such 
resonances are symmetry-protected BICs46,47. Apart 
from the aforementioned approaches, BICs can also 
be obtained by tuning the geometrical parameters 
such that the coupling coefficient of a single 
resonance vanishes. This is known as accidental 
BICs48,49. Ideally, the most significant advantage of 
BIC is infinite Q and zero line width in the spectrum. 
However, in practice, BICs are transformed into 
quasi-BICs of finite Q factor and appear in the form 
of Fano resonances50 or electromagnetically induced 
transparency (EIT)51 in the spectrum. The physics of 
BICs can be explained by eigenmode analysis, 
multipolar decomposition, and group theory. While 
solving the eigenvalue problem, the modes with real 
eigenfrequencies and Q-factor  104 are considered. 
Cartesian multipolar decomposition of selected 
eigenmodes is carried out to obtain the dominant 
multipole components. If a mode has a dominant 
component in the z direction, it implies the absence of 
far-field radiation in the z-axis, and this mode cannot 
be excited by a normally incident plane wave of any 
linear polarization, indicating symmetry-protected 
BICs52–54. In the case of accidental BICs, multipolar 
moments destructively interfere with each other so 
that there is no net radiation in a particular direction 
or certain k wave vector. 

Similar to the nuclear physics theory, the concept 
of anapole mode is extracted and implemented in 
electromagnetics for gaining light confinement in the 
resonator55,56. The toroidal moment which completes 
the family of multipoles, exhibits the torus-shaped 

 
 

Fig. 3 — Illustration showing the relation between particle size and the different types of resonances. 
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current distribution. In 2015, the destructive 
interference of both an electric dipole and toroidal 
dipole resonance was studied in the case of the 
dielectric, which leads to the formation of an anapole 
state while suppressing the far field57. One of the 
distinctive abilities of the toroidal dipole is that it 
radiates with the same angular momentum as that of 
an electric dipole. However, the analysis of the phase 
difference of interfering electric and toroidal 
components gives the condition to validate the 
presence of anapole58,59. 
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Till now, various mathematical concepts and 
underlying physics of dielectric metasurface have 
been discussed that may be utilized to create various 
applications such as beam steering (i.e., deflectors), 
meta-lensing, meta-holograms, and sensors based on 
wave front manipulation. Other than these promising 
applications, metasurfaces are also finding interest in 
combining two-dimensional materials, nonlinear 
effects, quantum states preparation, sources, and 
integration with optical fibers. The following sections 
provide comprehensive glimpses and an overview of 
such applications with an outlook.  
 
3. Applications spectrum of all-dielectric metasurfaces 

Metasurfaces have been used for various 
applications due to their ability to replace 
conventional bulk optical devices. The most 
significant advantage of the metasurface is its small 

device footprint, ultra-thin, contrary to the traditional 
devices available in the market. In this section, 
progress on metasurface devices for various 
applications is discussed.  
 
3.1 Wavefront manipulation  

Many methods, both numerically and 
experimentally, are suggested for wave front 
engineering, where the approach relies on the phase 
manipulation of the generated light from 0 to 2π. One 
of the methods is the resonant phase, where the 
structural parameters of the resonators vary such that 
a single nanoresonator oscillation provides a phase 
delay of 0 to , which can be extended to the full 
range of 0 to 2 when an array of nanoresonators is 
considered. Pancharatnam-Berry (PB) phase is based 
on the geometric phase modification obtained by 
spatially rotating each nanoresonator in an 
array14,16,60,61. All such phase manipulation techniques 
can be used for beam steering, meta-lensing, 
polarization converters, and meta-holograms, as 
depicted in Fig. 4. 
 
3.1.1 Beam Deflectors 

The phase change accumulated along the optical 
path can be utilized for manipulating the wave front of 
light. The introduction of subwavelength 
nanostructures between two media introduces the phase 
discontinuity at the interface; this abrupt phase change 
is addressed by the generalized Snell’s law8 as follows,  
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Fig. 4 — Snell’s law for refraction (lower panel) where phase discontinuity is introduced by metasurface at the interface of two media. 
The phase gradient is utilized in applications such as beam steering,metalens62, and meta-hologram (upper panel). Reproduced with
permission63. Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. 
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where ni and nt are the refractive indices of two media, 
respectively, where θi and θt are the incidents and 

refracted angles, the
d

dx


 represents the phase gradient 

along the interface (Fig. 4). Here, the refracted and 
the reflected light can have a random trajectory for a 
constant phase gradient along the interface. The 
generalized Snell’s law was first used for 
demonstrating wave front shaping and manipulation 
using V-shaped metallic nanoantennas8, where the 
phase change of 2 was obtained by changing the 
geometrical parameters of the nanoantennas to steer 
the beam. Due to the ohmic losses and cross-
polarization coupling, the metallic subwavelength 
nanostructures tend to have poor transmission 
efficiency. The low-loss, high refractive index 
metasurface based on Huygens’ principle is used for 
high-efficiency beam deflectors64,65, as shown in  
Fig. 5(a), which are of resonant type, whereas some 
beam deflectors can also be of non-resonant nature66. 
Various types of beam steerers have been reported 
since the generalized Snell’s law was proposed. One 
of them is dielectric membrane metasurface-based 
beam deflectors that exhibit high transmission 
efficiency from visible to long wavelength IR due to 
the absence of substrate, which constrains the 
metasurface's spectral response67,68. The efficiency 
and the Q-factor of the deflected beam can be 
enhanced further by employing the BIC concept  
(Fig. 5(c))69–71, where the metasurface function is 
‘local’ or ‘nonlocal’ or through a weak coupling of 
the incident light to the guided mode resonance 
(GMR)72.  

When the overall response of a metasurface 
depends on an individual nanoresonator’s 
characteristics, it is considered as ‘local.’ In contrast, 
a ‘non-local’ response arises due to collective modes 

of composite metasurfaces (i.e., metasurface formed 
by the many adjacent nanoresonators), resulting in 
narrow spectral line width. In the case of a nonlocal 
metasurface, there is no spatial control over the output 
wavefront. The advantage of using a nonlocal 
metasurface over the local metasurface is enhanced 
light-matter interaction and the ability to detect minor 
refractive index changes74,75. The non-local 
metasurface based on quasi-BIC is used to develop 
the thermo-optic and wave front shaping modulator 
where the wave front is turned on and off due to the 
wavelength shift in response to the refractive index 
tuning and mechanical strain. It is also used to 
develop multifunctionality in the metasurfaces76. 
Generally, beam deflectors are static and can be made 
dynamic through electrical tunability that is realized 
using free carrier modulation77, switching the electro-
optical78,79, thermo-optical80, electromechanical81, 
liquid crystal (Fig.5(b))73,82, and phase change 
material83. The efficiency of the device can be further 
improved through various optimization techniques 
(such as multi-objective level set optimization84), 
machine learning, and artificial intelligence85. 
 
3.1.2 Meta-lens 

Optical lenses are the most important components 
in bulk optics used to focus light and create images. 
The conventional lenses are thick, and their focusing 
mainly relies on the accumulated phase, which poses 
a challenge in downscaling. Metalens are based on the 
metasurface and the alternative of traditional lenses. 
The local phase discontinuity provided by each 
nanoresonator is used for focusing the light. The first 
metalens was made up of plasmonic nanoantenna86, 
but the overall efficiency was poor due to the large 
intrinsic losses. Low-loss dielectric metasurfaces are 
preferred over ohmic losses and improved efficiency, 
high-quality imaging, and focusing. Lin et al.88 

 
 

Fig. 5 — (a) Schematic and SEM image of nanoblock metasurface illustrating the beam steering at 14º.  Position of beam without and
with metasurface along with the photograph of input and output beam is also shown. Reproduced with permission64. Copyright 2015, 
American Chemical Society. (b) Beam deflection and various diffraction orders for two liquid crystal states at different temperatures.
Reproduced with permission73. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. (c) The array of nanobar with nanofins metasurface to
achieve beam steering for different bias voltages. The phase gradient 0 to 2 across the supercell with beam deflection of 18º at
wavelength 1563.93 nm is depicted. Reproduced with permission71. Copyright 2022, American Chemical Society. 
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reported the first dielectric metalens where silicon 
nanoresonators-based phase gradient was used to 
create lenses and axicons. The advantages of 
metalenses over conventional lenses are  
(i) monochromatic and chromatic aberrations,  
(ii) multi-functionality and a high degree of freedom 
for wave front shaping, and (iii) CMOS-compatible 
due to the use of dielectric material61,87. For focusing, 
the incident light at focal point f, the phase  of the 
metalens should constructively interfere and satisfy 
the following equation86 
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where r is the radial distance,  f is the focal length, 
and λ is the wavelength. The finite number of 
nanostructures are used in designing a metalens that 
imparts discrete phases instead of continuous phases 
in the range of 0 to 288. The difference between the 
reference spherical wave front and the discretized 
phase envelope is known as the wave aberration 
function. The performance of metalens depends on 
the Strehl ratio (SR), defined as the normalization of 
peak intensity to that of the Airy disk61. The 
dispersion due to the phase accumulation generally 
results in large chromatic aberration in diffractive 
optics. So, to overcome the chromatic aberrations, 
dispersive phase compensation is done as in ref.89 or 
the metalens doublets were designed as in ref90,91  
(Fig. 6(a)). The high-efficiency polarization-
insensitive metalens and high SR have been 
developed for high-resolution imaging in the visible 

region92. It is possible to achieve broadband focusing 
in achromatic metalens through the phase, group 
delay, and group delay dispersion engineering or 
through the geometrical design to control phase and 
dispersion in the visible region93–95. In the ref.96 multi-
wavelength achromatic focusing is demonstrated 
through a single phase profile. The metalens in the 
ref.97 focuses light on the detector after it passes 
through the substrate resulting in solid immersion-
type metalens. This technique is compatible with the 
back illuminated focal plane arrays. Recent studies 
have shown that the fabrication of large areas of 
metalens up to centimeters in diameter is possible 
through the layout compression algorithm and stepper 
photolithography in near-infrared98  and deep 
ultraviolet stepper lithography invisible region99. To 
obtain large-scale, highly efficient metalens topology 
optimization is done by combining the individually 
optimized metasurface to reduce the optimization 
time or by using an inverse design technique in three 
dimensions for an a periodic complex meta-atom100. 
Currently, metalenses are developed to realize visible 
chiral imaging101, full color cameras102, single-shot 
depth sensors103, full Stokes polarization cameras104, 
aberration correction in three dimensions positioning 
single-shot metalens105, Jones matrix hologram106 and 
generation of multiplexed vortex nanolasers107. 
 
3.1.3 Meta-holograms 

Holography is a complex engineering problem for 
wave front shaping that finds application in sensors, 
cryptography, data storage, and so on108–110. It is an 
imaging technique for recording and reconstructing the 

 
 

Fig. 6 — (a) Illustration depicting spherical aberration-free on and off-axis focusing of light (left panel) and simulated focal amplitude for
different angles by singlet lens. Also, monochromatic aberration correction by a doublet lens is seen. Schematic of miniature camera 
realized using doublet lens and CMOS image sensor) and imaging setup and captured image by the camera is also shown. Reproduced
with permission91. Copyright  2016, Nature Publishing Group. (b) Illustration of spin modulated hologram generation, where
experimental results of reconstructed holographic image for a left-handed spin and convergent wave front and right-handed spin and 
divergent wave front. Reproduced with permission117. Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. 
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intensity and phase of a target wave111. Earlier 
holograms were based on free-space lasers112. With the 
invention of computer-generated holograms, a 
breakthrough has been achieved in the field of digital 
holography113,114. Typically, traditional holography is 
limited by large pixel size and space bandwidth that 
impede real-life applications115. With the advancement 
in the nanofabrication technique, optical elements such 
as diffractive gratings, metamaterials, and metasurfaces 
can scale down the bulky macro-scale interference-
based generation method to the nanoscale. Among 
these, all-dielectric metasurfaces have shown great 
potential in controlling the phase and transmission 
through well-defined scattering behavior and serve as a 
good pathway to implement the holography-based 
design. Three nano-blocks are multiplexed in a 
subwavelength unit to constitute a meta-molecule for 
targeting red, blue, and green, where achromatic and 
highly dispersive meta-holograms with high resolution 
have been demonstrated63. TiO2 nanofins are designed 
with absolute efficiency of greater than 78% for red, 
blue, and green wavelengths and demonstrated through 
an example by reconstructing the Harvard logo at 
480nm, 520nm, 540nm, 600nm, 620nm, and 640nm 
wavelengths116. A novel Si nanostructure-based 
metasurface employing 8-level of modulation through 
geometric phase has been reported117 that manipulates 
the spin of the light in the visible wavelength, where 
the metasurface is comprised of position-varying 
silicon nanorods to exhibit multicolor holography 
without higher-order diffraction and twin image issue 
as shown in Fig. 6(b). Holograms in visible regions 
have been reported so far. However, recently, 
polarization-insensitive Huygens metasurface in 
telecommunication wavelength was introduced118, used 
to create a hologram of ‘hυ’ with a transmittance 
efficiency of 82% and imaging efficiency of 40%. 
Broadband, high-efficient holograms have 
beendemonstrated119 with high polarization sensitivity 
and chiral imaging functionalities using the concept of 
detour phase. The hologram operates from the visible 
to the near-infrared and has efficiency as high as  
75% in the 1.0 to 1.4 m wavelength range by 
compensating the inherent dispersion of the detour 
phase with that of the subwavelength structure. 
Nonlinear holograms were generated using a plasmonic 
metasurface120 that usesa high-efficiency cyan and  
blue third harmonic generation (THG)-based  
hologram using an all-dielectric C-shaped Si 
metasurface. 

The C-shaped metasurface provides precise control 
over the fundamental and higher-order resonances 
such that the fundamental resonance enhances the 
THG and which is further employed to obtain an 
overlap with the higher-order resonances for 
redistribution in the air gap. Due to this, absorption 
loss decreases at shorter wavelengths and has a high 
enhancement factor of 230. Multifunctional single 
layer dielectric metasurface combining two 
functionalities of color printing and computer 
generated multiplexed holograms were demonstrated 
in121, 122 by modulating spectral and spatial responses 
at a subwavelength scale. In121, the Si dimer and 
nanofins metasurface is illuminated by white light, 
and the colored image appears while under the red 
and green light, two different holographic images are 
projected in the farfield; whereas in122, dynamic 
bifunctional metasurface for holography and the color 
display has been reported, where five meta-holograms 
are multiplexed for two wavelengths together with the 
structural color. Also, these holograms can be 
dynamically switchable by selectively turning “on” 
and “off.” Currently, the field of topological 
modification of light field is a hotspot for 
fundamental research. The concept of holographic 
metasurface based on PB and propagation phase is 
used to generate two topological configurations, as 
demonstrated in123, where the optical vortex and knots 
are switchable based on the polarization of the 
incident light. Generally, metasurface based 
holograms suffer from reconstructed image 
degradation if it is moved away from the focal plane. 
To overcome this issue, the meta-axilens phase 
superimposed with hologram for continuous imaging 
within a certain range has been proposed124, which 
helps in the reconstruction of holograms in different 
planes simultaneously. On the other hand, the 
geometric phase enabled novel design strategies to 
accommodate polarization insensitivity and high 
bandwidth has been reported125 due to a trade-off 
between polarization insensitivity and bandwidth. The 
metasurface was fabricated using hydrogenated 
amorphous silicon, and the hologram was reproduced 
with high image fidelity and efficiency125. 

 
3.2 All-dielectric biosensors 

Biosensors are devices critical for capturing bio-
chemical information for detecting and sensing 
analytes126,127.  In the past few years, the world has 
seen significant advancement in point-of-care 
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diagnostic devices such as blood glucose 
monitoring128, rapid antigen detection129,130, home 
pregnancy detection, and so on131. For the detection of 
analytes, various techniques have been used where the 
light is confined in subwavelength nanostructure for 
enhanced electromagnetic field interaction with the 
analyte132. To date, various metallic nanostructures 
are used for biosensing applications due to strong 
electric field enhancement but radiative losses impose 
limitations133,134. To avoid such limitations, dielectric 
nanostructures came into the picture due to high 
refractive index contrast and low material 
losses135.The sensing parameter while designing a 
metasurface are working wavelength, field 
confinement and enhancement, resonance bandwidth 
and quality factor. Among these, Q factors is the most 
critical parameter and it is defined as the ratio of the 
resonant wavelength to the full width half maximum 
(FWHM).In other words, quality factor can also be 
quantified in terms of loss. The Q factor is directly 
related to the field enhancement (E2 = γrad (Q

2/V), 
where E is the field enhancement, γrad is the radiative 
decay ratio, and V is the mode volume of the 
nanoresonator)136. Narrower the FWHM, higher will 
be the quality factor and field enhancement. Higher Q 
factor is desirable in refractometric sensing and 
spectroscopy137. But high Q factor has its own 
limitations such as in surface-enhanced infrared 
absorption (SEIRA) and circular dichroism-based 
spectroscopy where narrow bandwidth cannot cover 
the large molecular vibrational band of the sensing 
molecule. So there has to be a trade-off in the Q factor 
value depending upon the type of sensing and 
nanoresonator shape and material to achieve best 
sensing135. Sensors are generally graded on account of 
sensitivity, the figure of merit (FOM), sensor 
resolution, and limit of detection (LOD)138.  Sensing 
could either be refractometric or surface enhanced 
spectroscopic sensing. In refractometric sensing, the 
analyte interacts with near field hotspots of the 
metasurface that leads to a redshift in resonance due 
to the change in local refractive index which is 
detected by the resonance, which is quantified by the 
measurement of sensitivity. Sensitivity is a measure 
of the shift of the resonant wavelength for a given 
refractive index variation as follows, 
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where Δλ is the change in wavelength, and Δn is 
the change in local refractive index. The performance 

of the sensor is given by FOM, which is defined as 
the ratio of sensitivity S to that of FWHM of resonant 
wavelength.  
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The earliest reported all-dielectric metamaterial 
sensor was in 2014139, where silicon metasurface 
made of nanohole arrays was used to detect the 
refractive index change with the S = 205 nm/RIU and 
FOM nearly equal to 21. Biotin functionalized Si 
nanodisk metasurface140 is used to detect the 
streptavidin of concentration 0.1 nmol/L through Mie-
induced magnetic resonances. Similarly, Si disk, 
when combined with microfluidic, is used to create a 
lab-on-chip platform for detecting the Prostate 
Specific Antigen (PSA) cancer marker with LOD ~ 
0.69 ng/mL141. The physics of BICs is also employed 
for making highly sensitive biosensors. Label-free 
sensing of the monolayer of an ultra-low weight 
molecule (186Da) using a photonic crystal based 
metasurface based on the principle of BIC142 was 
demonstrated. In another work143, the concept of BIC 
was used where mirror symmetry broken elliptical 
nanoresonators were used for ultrasensitive detection 
through hyperspectral imaging; the device has bulk 
sensitivity of 263 nm/RIU. It can detect low 
molecules of IgG, up to three molecules per µm2. This 
sensor is the best example of utilizing an imaging 
technique for spectrometer-less ultra-sensitive 
biosensing. Using the similar geometry of elliptical 
nanoresonators, the sensing of Microcyctin-LR, a 
toxic pollutant with a LOD of 0.002 µg/L, was 
reported144. In another interesting work145, the 
integration of metasurface and microfluidics on an 
imaging platform for real-time ultrasensitive detection 
of breast cancer extracellular vesicles has been 
demonstrated. The device employs quasi-BIC modes 
in a dimer-type metasurface where mirror symmetry 
is broken (Fig. 7(a)). It has a LOD of 133 femtomolar 
while detecting extracellular vesicles. Dielectric 
metasurface, similar to its metallic counterpart, lacks 
sufficiently robust response in the visible to trap 
photons. Using the concept of inverse design for 
geometrical deformation, one can create material with 
desired properties such as ultrahigh refractive index in 
visible region146. The deformed geometry supports 
quasi-BIC resonances and has differential sensitivity 
of 290 nm µm-1 RIU-1. Apart from refractometric 
sensing, there is vibrational spectroscopic sensing 
which detects not only molecules but also gives 
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chemical information about such molecules. Both 
SERS (surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy) and 
SEIRA spectroscopy techniques can be realized with 
metasurface to enhance light-matter interaction for 
label-free sensing. The former approach monitors the 
molecular vibrations through inelastic scattering, 
while the latter technique measures infrared 
absorption and provides chemical information. 
Pixelated dielectric metasurface50 is used for 
molecular fingerprint detection off surface bound 
analyte. The device uses the concept of super cavity 
modes, where the molecular absorption signature at 
various spectral positions is measured and translated 
into a barcode for imaging. In another work147, the Ge 
based metasurface utilizes the concept of BIC for 
developing the SEIRAS based sensor to detect 
absorption molecular fingerprints. Here, the resonance 
wavelength is tuned by changing the angle of 
incidence that is correlated to the intensity of infrared 
absorption for fingerprints of the molecule at the 
resonant wavelength, as shown in Fig. 7(b). The 
aforementioned detection techniques do not make use 
of a spectrometer. In another work present in148, 
SERS was implemented to detect a self-assembled 

monolayer of β-carotenal over Si dimer placed over 
the sapphire substrate (Fig. 7(c)). In all-dielectric 
metasurface, field enhancement is still poor as 
compared to metal-based metasurface, but efforts are 
made to improve it by optimizing the design of 
metasurface such that it supports strong near field 
enhancement outside the volume of a nanoresonator, 
for example, silicon nitride-based metasurface 
supporting quasi-BIC resonances provides field 
enhancement of 103 in fluorescence emission and 
Raman scattering149, which can be utilized for SERS. 
 
3.3 Integration of optical fiber with all-dielectric metasurfaces 

The concept of lab-on-fiber or fiber-metatip is 
gaining huge interest among the scientific community 
as a  strong field enhancement architecture can be 
created and fabricated on the optical fiber tip150. 
Significant advancement has been seen in this field, 
including integrating optical fiber with metasurface 
for controlling the light-matter interaction at the 
nanoscale. This paves an alternative route to develop 
all fiber-based multifunctional ultra-compact 
nanoprobes for applications such as sensing, imaging, 
lensing, optical fiber tweezer and so on. It also 

 
 

Fig. 7 — (a) Illustration of the two-dimensional array of metasurface integrated with the microfluidic cell with three channels and
response captured by the CMOS camera. Introducing biomolecules creates a red shift in resonances (lower panel).Reproduced with
permission145. Copyright 2021, Springer Nature.  (b) Schematic of angle-resolved absorption finger printing. Reproduced with
permission147. Copyright 2019, American Association for the Advancement of Science. (c) Si dimer for detection of β-carotenal 
monolayer using SERS. Reproduced with permission148. Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. 
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enhances the practical applicability of metasurface in 
practical scenarios as it becomes much easier to 
couple light in and out from an optical fiber. One of 
the earliest applications of lab-on-fiber was the SERS. 
The array of metallic nanoantennas was fabricated at 
the optical fiber facet, while the other end was used 
for input and detection purposes151,152. Generally, 
nanoantennas are fabricated using the FIB milling 
technique, but due to inadvertently gallium ion tube 
into silica and gold, the response of the array might 
alter. To avoid this, nanostructures are first made by 
electron beam lithography onto a silicon substrate, 
stripped off from the silicon surface, and transferred 
onto the fiber tip. This method is known as decal 
transfer151. Other methods used for creating fiber tips are 
nanoimprint lithography153 and interference 
lithography152 for high throughput fabrication. Quasi-
one-dimensional Bessel beam have also been 
generated154 by patterning the slit-metallic groove 
structure on the fiber tip to form a plasmonic lens. Such 
a patterned fiber tip generates a Bessel beam of 0.8 µm 
at a 2 µm focal length. 

The hybrid-metal dielectric nanostructures were 
also made onto optical fiber tip that support LSPR for 
refractive index-based sensing and detection of 
acoustic waves155. In 2017, the first experimental 
demonstration of generalized Snell’s law for beam 

steering and its usage as a sensor was carried out as a 
proof-of-concept on fiber meta tip. The phase gradient 
was created using a plasmonic nanohole array at the 
interface of the optical fiber tip and air156. When Bragg 
grating in thin Si film is fabricated onto the fiber tip, it 
exhibits a quality factor (Q  300) resonance through the 
FIB milling technique, which was then used for 
dispersion compensation due toits highly dispersive 
nature157. Fiber metatipis also used in applications such 
as polarization conversion and polarizing beam splitter 
to replace the bulk optic for obtaining ultra-compact and 
low-loss devices. A polarization converter has also been 
made of silicon cylindroid dielectric metasurface on the 
optical fiber158. Also, the linear polarization state is 
rotated to obtain radial or azimuthal polarization mode. 
For manipulation of the optical beam, a polarizing 
beam splitter is directly fabricated on to fiber tip using 
a direct laser writing technique158. Highly efficient two-
dimensional beam steering and meta-lensing using the 
TiO2 nanocylinder based metasurface implanted over 
the single-mode fiber has been presented62, as shown in 
Fig. 8. 

 
3.4 Integration of two-dimensional materials with all-
dielectric metasurfaces 

Thinning of bulk crystals down to a few or single 
layers gives rise to two-dimensional (2D) materials, 

 
 

Fig. 8 — Schematic of fiber metatip and unit cell of nanocylinder. Two-dimensional beam steering is shown as normalized Ey in the 
transverse plane. Meta-lensing as seen in the cross-sectional plane62. 
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bonded in-plane by a strong covalent bond and out-of-
plane by weak vander Waals forces, rendering 
remarkable electrical, optical, and mechanical 
properties159. Some of these include indirect to direct 
bandgap transition, enhanced electrical and thermal 
conductivity, extremely confined subwavelength 
modes, and tunable response, to name a few, which 
can be exploited for various future applications such 
as polarizers, single photon sources, sensors, lasers, 
perfect absorbers and photodetectors and so on160–166. 
2D materials support quasiparticles — half-matter, 
half-light states, formed by the strong coupling of 
either free space photon with free electrons in metals 
— Plasmon Polaritons (PPs)167, or photons coupled 
with lattice vibration of polar crystals — Phonon 
Polaritons (PhPs)168. Another type of quasiparticles 
are excitons (tightly bound electron-hole pair),which 
originate due to the absorption of an incident photon 
in semiconducting materials169. Graphene, the eldest 
2D material, consists of carbon atoms arranged in a 
hexagonal honeycomb lattice. It is a zero bandgap 
semimetal offering exceptional thermal and optical 
conductivity, which can be tuned by doping, voltage, 
and temperature170. The unprecedented and 
exceptional properties of graphene make it the most 
widely studied 2D material, which has sparked a quest 
to explore a two-dimensional variant of existing bulk 
materials. Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) behaves as 
an insulator with the band gap of 6eV and is often 
used as the substrate for graphene171. Another genre of 
2D materials is Transition metal dichalcogenides 
(TMDCs). Each individual layer of TMDCs consists 
of three atoms (MX2 or X-M-X here, M and X is 
transition metal and chalcogen atom, respectively) 
bonded in trigonal prismatic configuration by strong 
covalent bonds. Mostly studied TMDCs are formed 
by transition metals such as Molybdenum and 
Tungsten in conjugation with group-VI elements of 
the periodic table (Sulfur (S), Selenium (Se) and 
Tellurium (Te)) as chalcogenides172. They exhibit 
layer dependent band gap transition from indirect to 
direct, with its band gap lying in visible and near-
infrared ranges (1.0-2.1 eV)173–175. Two-dimensional 
TMDCs support exciton (bright and dark) with high 
binding energy ranging from 0.2eV in case of 
Molybdenum Sulfide (MoS2) to 0.55eV for 
Molybdenum selenide (MoSe2)

176. These values are 
quite high with respect to conventional quantum wells 
and allow room temperature operation. Spin-orbital 
coupling and breaking of inversion symmetry in 2D 

TMDCs provide chiral effects to incident light. 
Excitonic transitions at room temperature, direct 
bandgap, and chiral electronic states make TMDCs an 
ideal candidate for valleytronics, photonics, and 
optoelectronic applications177. However, atom thick 
2D materials limit the performance of 2D materials 
based photonic devices due to weak light-matter 
interaction. One of the most promising solutions to 
improve light-matter interaction is a hybrid approach 
that integrates 2D materials with resonant 
nanostructures. Although several studies have been 
devoted to plasmonic 2D material hybrid structures, 
high dissipative ohmic losses of metals in visible and 
near-infrared (NIR) wavelength range limits their use 
to low frequencies only178. Dielectric metasurfaces of 
high-index materials have successfully replaced 
metals with low-loss and improved response in terms 
of high-Q factor and enhanced mode volume, 
allowing significant light-matter interaction179. The 
marriage between 2D materials and dielectric 
metasurfaces allows one to bear fruits with the 
characteristics of both constituents. 

For example, Graphene can absorb only 2.3% of 
incident light180 and cannot provide sufficient 
interaction with light for various graphene based 
devices181–183. Strong light- matter interaction has 
been achieved by patterning graphene in 
nanoribbons184 or placing the graphene layer 
nearnanostructures that support high electric field 
confinement184. Graphene can exhibit plasmonic 
response across the mid-infrared and terahertz 
spectral ranges only; patterning of graphene cannot 
enhance light-matter interaction in the visible and 
near-infrared range. To resolve the above-mentioned 
issue, hybrid configurations in which 2D materials are 
integrated with dielectric nanoresonators are evolved 
that provide flexible control of bandwidth, adsorption 
efficiency, and resonant wavelengths. In an early 
report, the periodic structure of a silicon nanodisk 
with a graphene layer is proposed by Wang et al.185. 
The designed metasurface supports MD dominated 
quasi-BIC, and when the radiative rate of dipole mode 
is equivalent to the dissipative loss of graphene, 
critical coupling between the metasurface and 
graphene results in maximum absorption of graphene, 
as shown in Fig. 9(a). Also, modulation in absorption 
wavelength and peak intensity is attained with the 
varying Fermi level, number of graphene layers, and 
structural parameters. In186, the graphene monolayer is 
sandwiched between a silicon photonic slab and 
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substrate, working in a critically coupled regime to 
achieve highly efficient light absorption alongwith 
increased bandwidth of peak absorptivity. In another 
report187, silicon nanograting with graphene working 
in an over-coupled regime for the NIR range is 
proposed, which supports symmetry-protected quasi-
BIC states. Highly efficient absorption of graphene is 
achieved due to enhanced light-matter interaction 
facilitated by the formation of hybrid TD-EQ modes. 
The absorption amplitude and resonant wavelength 
can be tuned by varying incidence angles and the 
Fermi potential of graphene. Near perfect absorption 
of graphene is also recently reported with the 
introduction of symmetry-protected BICs in 
amorphous silicon nanocuboids188. Thereafter, various 
studies have been conducted in metasurface design, 
structural parameters, and various ways to achieve 
strong coupling between 2D materials and 
metasurfaces for various applications such as 
refractive index-based sensors, mid-infrared 
spectroscopic fingerprinting, perfect absorbers, 

shaping and enhancing directional emission, active 
wavefront shaping, detection of molecules based on 
their chiral response and adding tunability to passive 
structures.  

One of the most appreciated applications of 
metamaterials is sensing, as they support highly 
confined electromagnetic fields, popularly known as 
hotspots. However, ohmic losses in traditional metals 
hamper their performance. The high FOM, no ohmic 
losses of dielectric metasurfaces, and additional 
modes such as magnetic modes (not supported in 
metallic metamaterials) provide better confined 
response (highly desired for sensing and 
spectroscopic applications). A further enhancement is 
achieved by integrating 2D materials with 
metasurfaces189,190. Two-dimensional materials with 
high surface-to-volume ratio and on-surface dangling 
bonds provide additional binding sites to analytes, 
enhancing detection. Fano resonance in silicon 
nanorods separated with a nanogap on SiO2 substrate 
has been used for refractive index-based sensing191. 

 
 

Fig. 9 — Integration of all-dielectric metasurfaces with two-dimensional materials. (a) schematic of silicon nanodisk metasurface with
monolayer graphene and absorption spectra at critical coupling for different Fermi potentials of graphene, reproduced with permission185. 
Copyright 2020, IOP Physical Review B. (b) schematic representing valley polarization in TMDCs monolayers onchiral metasurface;
optical images and simulated electric field in hybrid structure for incident linear polarization are also shown, reproduced with 
permission212. Copyright 2019, Optical Materials Express. (c) IR gas sensing setup using sensors chip which consists of hBN+PEI
nanoribbons; measured extinction spectra for various concentrations of CO2 (expressed in parts per million), reproduced with
permission213. Copyright 2021, ACS Photonics. (d) schematic of photon emission from defect mediated photoluminescence process in
hBN; hBN grating supporting BICs for enhancement of single photon source placed inside hBN metasurface. Simulated reflection spectra 
of hBN MS for various asymmetry parameters (δ) with respect to wavelength and enhanced Purcell factor are also exhibited. Reproduced 
with permission214. Copyright 2021, IOP Publishing. 
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Additionally, the presence of graphene improved 
FOM and sensitivity of 956 RIU-1 and 430 nm/RIU, 
respectively. In another report192, silicon nanocubes 
coupled with hollow silicon on a quartz substrate 
decorated with a graphene monolayer are designed. 
The proposed structure exhibits high-Q EIT with 
peaks as high as 97.5%, aided by the coupling of one 
bright mode (supported by silicon nanocube) and dark 
mode (supported by hollow nanocube). In193, the 
authors proposed high-Q Fano resonance in 
asymmetric silicon disks with enhanced light-matter 
interaction. The biosensor is proposed for hemoglobin 
sensing with aFOM greater than 378 RIU-1 and 
sensitivity as high as 550 nm/RIU. The high 
sensitivity for the surrounding environment and 
dynamic tunability of EIT by varying the Fermi 
potential of graphene allows its application as a 
highly sensitive sensor and switch in the NIR range. 
Other similar works with metasurface/graphene/ 
substrate configuration for EIT modulation and high-
Q sensors with varying geometry of nanostructures 
are reported in193–198.  

In TMDCs, spin-forbidden dark excitons cannot 
decay radiatively due to their transition in an in-plane 
dipole-forbidden direction and, thus, not possible to 
detect in photoluminescence (PL) measurements199. 
One of the simple approaches to visualize them is to 
allow efficient coupling of dark excitons to resonant 
nanostructures, where the excitonic emission couples 
to out-of-plane modes supported by nanostructure and 
can be emitted directively200,201. Additionally, to shape 
or enhance emission from 2D materials, the 
incorporation of nanostructures supporting a high 
front-to-back scattering ratio and high-Q can provide 
directional emission with enhanced quantum 
efficiency. An enhancement in the directional 
scattering of PL from 2D-MoS2 is observed202 by 
placing a silicon nanowire on its surface. Further 
etching the underneath layer of 2D-MoS2 using Si 
nanowire as a mask increased the front-to-back ratio 
of far-field. In another report203, a similar response of 
enhanced PL spectra by suspending single layer (1L) 
2D-MoS2 on silicon nanocylinders arranged in a 
square array pattern. The size of nanocylinders is 
varied to cover the whole emission wavelength band 
of 1L-MoS2 with improved directivity highly desired 
for low NA collection. Another approach works on 
attaining strong coupling of emitters placed between 
nanoresonators and substrate. Such a particle-on-film 
combination is a well-known geometry for exploring 

enhanced interaction, as discussed in204, where a 
hybrid system for manipulating emission from 1L-
TMDCs has been investigated. The hybrid structure 
contains one layer of different TMDCs on the SiO2 
substrate decorated with silicon nanoparticles (NPs). 
Magnetic quadruple mode with an electric field 
confined in a tangential direction further aids the 
overall directional response of emission. The core-
shell205 configuration, consisting of silicon NPs as the 
core and 1L-WS2 as the shell, has achieved strong 
coupling with Rabi splitting of 116 meV. The splitting 
could be further enhanced when the surrounding 
medium is replaced with water. 

Patterning of 2D materials into nanostructures to 
support high-Q modes has recently emerged to 
achieve strong interaction of geometry confined 
modes with material supported excitons. The fact that 
TMDCs have a high refractive index in the visible to 
NIR range allows their use for high-Q resonant 
structures206. With this view, Verre et al.207 proposed 
nanodisks of WS2 supporting structural tunable Mie 
resonances from visible to NIR range. A large Rabi 
splitting of 253 meVhas been reported for WS2 
grating on SiO2 substrate208, where a  slight gap 
variation producesa strong coupling between the 
supported quasi-BIC and exciton. In another report209, 
perfect reflection from MoS2 nanoribbons on 
silica/silicon substrate is theoretically obtained with 
extremely narrow linewidth and ultrahigh-Q in the 
NIR range. The resonance wavelength exhibited layer 
dependent tunable response. Another interesting field 
of TMDCs photonics is nonlinearity, out of which 
many exciting phenomena, such as higher-order 
harmonic generation, holography, and optical beam 
generation, can be realized. Patterning of 1L-MoS2 
and 1L-WS2 into nanostructures supporting nonlinear 
response have been recently reported for vortex beam 
generation and complex holographic patterns, 
respectively210,211. Boosting and controlling the 
valley-specific chiral emission is yet another subject 
of research that primarily concentrates on valleytronic 
applications, and it has lately gained a significant 
amount of scientific interest. Unlike metals, dielectric 
structures can store all the intermediate chiral values 
of TMDCs and thus are better suited for applications 
involving the valley degree of freedom of 
TMDCs212,215. Chiral metasurface made up of 
germanium has been integrated with 2D TMDCs212 to 
achieve circularly polarized light when linearly 
polarized is incident (see. Fig. 9(b)). Polar crystals 
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like hBN, Molybdenum Trioxide, and Silicon carbide  
support phonon polaritons in the mid-infrared 
range216. The PhPs are high-momentum (high-K) 
modes having characteristics of deeply confined 
modes, longer propagation lengths, and low-loss 
when compared to their plasmonic counterparts, i.e., 
plasmon polaritons. Applications of PhPs include 
vibrational fingerprinting, detection of trace amounts 
of analytes through SEIRA and SERS, imaging and 
single photon sources. However, high-K cannot be 
directly excited by free-space photons due to 
momentum mismatch. Nanostructures can fulfill 
momentum matching criteria enabling the excitation 
of PhPs. In213, the carbon dioxide sensor is designed 
from nanoribbons of hBN on a transparent substrate. 
Patterning of hBN into nanoribbons allowed 
momentum matching and, thus, generation PhPs with 
a high signal-to-noise ratio (refer to Fig. 9(c)). 
Recently, hBN is patterned on a glass substrate 
supporting high-Q quasi-BICs in the visible region 
and produced enhanced emission of single photon 
emitters in hBN214, as shown in Fig. 9(d).The concept 
of a hybrid system consisting of 2D materials and all-
dielectric metasurfaces can be a new approach 
towards various applications in the fields of photonics 
and optoelectronics. Resonant dielectric metasurfaces 
supporting high-Q modes, along with a tightly 
confined electromagnetic field, can further enhance 
the performance of hybrid structure-based devices. 
The inclusion of 2D materials can provide additional 
benefits of active manipulation, benefitting both 2D 
materials and dielectric metasurfaces. The properties 

of some 2D materials are intrinsic to their crystal 
structure and thus cannot be altered. One approach 
includes forming van der Waals heterostructure so 
that the materials in the vicinity couple to produce an 
actively tunable hybridized response217. Therefore, 
stacking various 2D materials to form van der Waals 
heterostructure combined with other metasurfaces can 
be a viable option for harnessing the individual 
properties of each participating material. 
 
4 Conclusions and Outlook 

The metasurface is a growing scientific field with a 
multi-billion market within the next decade due to its 
unique ability to manipulate and control light at the 
nanoscale. This review provides a comprehensive 
overview of all-dielectric metasurfaces with 
underlying physics and a suitable mathematical 
framework. Also, various applications of past years, 
such as wavefront manipulation, biosensors, and 
integration with optical fiber and 2D materials, have 
been discussed. Other than this, metasurface has a 
future prospect in the areas of nonlinear optics, 
quantum technology, the energy sector, the agro-food 
industry, biomedical, and more. Fig. 10 provides a 
perspective and usage of dielectric metasurface in 
various sectors. Due to the unprecedented control 
over the incident light, metasurface has shown the 
pathway to generate and control the nonlinear waves. 
Also, it does not require the phase-matching conditions 
to exhibit nonlinear effects such as second-order 
nonlinearity (second harmonic generation, sum 
frequency generation) and third-order nonlinearity (four-

 
 

Fig. 10 — Overview of the applications of all-dielectric metasurfaces in various fields. 
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wave mixing, third harmonic generation). Some 
metasurfaces can create new wavelengths through 
higher harmonic generation from mid-infrared to visible. 
The efficiency of nonlinear effects can further be 
enhanced through Fano resonance and BICs. The 
governing factors that induce a nonlinear optical 
response in metasurfaces are the frequency and the 
spatial dispersion that vary from bulk to 
nanomaterials218. By using the engineered 
subwavelength structures, it is possible to realize 
nonlinear diffraction219, holograms120, nonreciprocal 
transmission220, asymmetric parametric generation221, 
and many more. 

Metasurface also holds promise in implementing 
quantum vacuum engineering for long-distance 
information processing222. The theory of weakness of 
the system where measurements are taken after giving 
some tiny change was proposed in 1988223. With the 
use of dielectric metasurface, this theory helps monitor 
the precise measurements of the nature of the light 
beam224. The idea of entangled photons over a long 
distance using dielectrics is found to be significant for 
achieving high transmission rates225. The on-chip 
integration of entangled qubits226 and entangled single 
photons provide information on OAM and spin angular 
momentum using metamaterial227; quantum computing 
and the possibility of single photon detection at room 
temperature are the recent areas where metasurface can 
be used. Metaphotonics has paved the way to use the 
theory of quantum optics with applications like 
imaging, sensing, and cryptography228–231. Metasurface 
can also be employed in spin-controlled nanophotonics, 
where photonic spin-orbit interactions are studied in the 
photonic spin hall effect. Here the coupling between the 
spin and orbital degrees of freedom of photons is 
studied. Prospective future applications of metasurface 
are not limited to the aforementioned field, but they can 
also be used in the energy sector for smart windows for 
radiative cooling, as perfect mirrors, and in the agro-
food sector for seed, food, and soil quality checks. 
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